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I. INTRODUCTION

This document presents a prototype Transit Attendance Management Information
System (TAMIS), which can serve as a model in developing monitoring and reporting
procedures to Improve the management of employee attendance and to mitigate the
effects of absence. TAMIS provides a basis for more consistent, comprehensive,
and straightforward collection, reporting, and utilization of absence data on
individual employees, groups of employees, and the entire work force of a transit
property. Shortcomings in employee attendance management as generally practiced
at transit properties are identified and discussed to demonstrate the uses of
TAMIS.

This report includes the following sections:

. II. Background and Context . This section discusses the importance of
managing employee attendance and the need for improved information to

support this effort.

. III. Terms and Definitions . This section defines employee absence and
offers some absence categories that can be used to segregate, simplify,
and better utilize information. It also defines data requirements and
measures that are used to report on attendance patterns.

. IV. Attendance Reports . This section suggests ways to report data on

employee absences for individuals and groups of employees. It discusses
how these data may be used by transit properties to improve attendance
management practices and encourage more frequent report preparation.

. V. Information System Requirements . The final section discusses current
attendance recordkeeping and provides general information on determining
the structure of a data base for more effective management of employee
attendance.
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II. BACKGROUND AMD CONTEXT

This section provides a background discussion on the historical attendance
data collection and reporting practices of transit properties and the factors
leading to the current interest in improving attendance management and reducing
employee absence.

TRANSIT ATTENDANCE INFORMATION: HISTORICAL PRACTICES

An organization's ability to manage employee attendance is largely
determined by the quality, timeliness, and accuracy of Us attendance information
system. Although some transit properties have developed highly sophisticated and
effective attendance information systems, significant opportunities for
improvement exist at many properties. Several factors have affected the
development of transit attendance information systems and caused these systems
to vary in sophistication, consistency, economy of terminology, usefulness, and
accuracy.

Some problems with the attendance information systems common to transit
properties are:

. There are too many types of absence defined and too many terms for those
types. Many terms are redundant and often not clearly defined or
understood by the recorders or users of the data. The abundance of terms
makes monitoring and managing attendance difficult.

Little or no data is recorded in many absence categories, rendering them
relatively meaningless for data analysis and attendance management.

. Categories of absence may be left out of the information system and

monitored only informally.

Often there are several absence information systems at a single transit
property, each using different absence categories. The terminology and
definitions used by various departments and divisions may not be

consistent.

. Supervisors or timekeepers who record absence often have unique methods
of coding data on employee attendance cards; standardization would
improve data quality and insure consistency.

. The use of manual recordkeeping limits and often prevents the use of

attendance data within the transit property. In particular, manual
procedures preclude system-wide analysis of attendance performance and

absence trends and patterns of individuals or groups.

CONCERN FOR ABSENCE REDUCTION AND IMPROVED INFORMATION

Numerous factors have led to transit properties' current interest in

improving attendance management and reducing absence. The most important of these
factors is transit properties' goal to provide public transportation, in

accordance with a published schedule, in a cost-effective manner. Absence and

tardiness by employees decrease the likelihood of attaining this goal since they
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are likely to cause transit service to be late, missed, and generally viewed by

the public as unreliable. Other factors that reinforce the current interest in

improving employee attendance management and reducing absence include:

. concern for the increasing costs of employee benefits;

. greater fiscal conservatism and interest in cost savings;

. improved technology for managing information.

Each of these factors is discussed below.

Greater Fiscal Conservatism and Interest in Cost Savings

Anticipated reductions in federal funding over the past several years and

greater fiscal conservatism at other levels of government have resulted in

heightened interest in containing and reducing costs to preserve transit service
levels. Labor-related costs are the largest single category of transit expenses,
typically ranging from 60 to 80 percent of total operating budgets. Transit
properties seeking savings opportunities will focus on areas where the greatest
potential for savings exists. As labor is such an important cost for transit
properties, an area that has been identified by many transit properties as offering
savings is the cost associated with employee absence.

In 1980, a report titled The Study of Operator Absenteeism and Workers'

Compensation Trends in the Mass Transportation Industry was prepared by the Port
Authority of Allegheny County (PAT) with the assistance of an UMTA grant.1/ This
report brought national attention to the magnitude of the transit industry
absenteeism problem, indicating that the average vehicle operator was absent 28.57
days in 1978, or 11.9 percent of the average annual scheduled workdays, not

including vacations and holidays.

Absenteeism in the transit industry, particularly among vehicle operators,
is widespread, with absence rates somewhere between two and three times those
generally found in American business and industry. The major cost categories
affected by absenteeism in transit properties are:

. direct costs specifically associated with absence, including payroll
!m costs to the absent employee for sick leave, injury on duty, and other

excused absence, such as jury duty or funeral leave.

. identifiable indirect costs , such as increased overtime premiums,
guarantees, and allowances, as well as increased fringe benefit costs
of substitute employees, which are discussed below.

. administrative costs, which are difficult to measure but are affected
By absenteei sm, siKh as recruiting, hiring, training, accounting,
dispatching, and maintenance.

1/ This report is cited extensively below with respect to the estimated costs
and associated impacts of absenteeism on the transit industry in the United
States.
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The top figure in Exhibit II. 1 illustrates the components of operator absence;

the lower figure illustrates the nationwide implications of operator absence.

The total identifiable costs of operator absence estimated in the 1980 study

were approximately $187 million, or $1,780 per operator, in 1978. Other absence,

although proportionately lower, may add an estimated one-third more to these

costs. As indicated in Exhibit II. 1, additional administrative and payroll costs
could not be estimated.

In addition to these cost impacts, employee absence affects transit service
quality and workplace environment. More specifically, employee absence often:

. reduces service reliability through inability to fill the schedule due

to operator absence or a substitute operator's lack of familiarity with
the route.

. diminishes employee morale. High absence levels require operators to

work the extra-board, which is generally (although not universally)
disliked. While the views of operators varied widely, the 1980 PAT study
indicated that those who disapproved of their coworkers' absence
expressed sincere frustration, viewing absenteeism as disregard for the

occupation of bus operator and for the service offered to the public.

Information about transit industry absence in 1981-82 indicated some

mitigation of the problem, possibly a result of the high rate of unemployment
throughout the country. The problem has not been entirely alleviated, however,
and absence rates are still very high. At many properties, employee absence
continues to elude management's efforts to improve attendance.

Concern for the Increasing Costs of Employee Benefits

Many organizations within and outside the transit industry have become more

sensitive to the costs and uses of employee benefits, since benefits affect the

total cost per employee of an organization as well as the need for substitute
employees. As these costs have increased with increased sick leave used and

increased medical costs for injured employees, many organizations are seeking to

reduce the costs of benefits, within the provisions of their labor agreement.

Employee benefits for paid leave and compensation for job-related injuries
represent a significant portion of the costs of employee benefits at most transit
properties. The costs associated with these benefits have risen substantially
in the recent past. Exhibit II. 2 indicates that between 1974 and 1978, the two

principal categories of absence studies (sick leave and job-related injury)
increased by an estimated 24 and 149 percent, respectively. During this same
time period, the costs associated with these absences increased 54 and 238 percent.

Improved Technology for Managing Information

The availability of improved computer technology for managing information
reasonably cost-effectively and conveniently, has allowed organizations to

consider new approaches to monitoring and evaluating organizational performance,
including the performance of individuals and groups of employees.



EXHIBIT II.

1

EXTENT OF OPERATOR ABSENCE

COST OF OPERATOR ABSENCE

NOTE: Thia Mtlmata axdudM dianiptlon ea«<« (a-O^ minlmumt.

watting Uma^ tra*al Uma, (praad pranilumi and tdmlnU tfiUya eoata

(a.^.. diapateiilng. raerulUn^ niiing, tnlning, lecountiog,

elalma praeaaaingj

Total Eatlmatsd Cost 3 $187 million

S1,780 par opsrator

27% of fsdafal operaUng subsidy

NOTE: Flguraa may not total b«eaua« al rounding.

SOURCE: Port Authority of Allegheny County, The Study of Operator Absenteeism
and Workers' Compensation Trends in the Mass Transportation Industry.
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Many organizations are centralizing and automating their recordkeeping
practices and dispensing with outdated manual records. As discussed above, transit
properties' attendance information collection and recording practices have been

often characterized by decentralized manual methods of recording data resulting
in inconsistent data and general inaccessibility to information as manual reports
are cumbersome to summarize for individuals or groups of employees. The

availability of improved technology is allowing transit properties to improve
data management and the usefulness of information to managers, supervisors and

employees.



III. ATTENDANCE TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

An important objective of this document is to establish attendance terms
and definitions that can be used by the transit industry. This includes:

. absence definitions and categories - types of absence along with an

approach for grouping absence into categories;

. attendance data - data that need to be collected and retained for use
in measuring and reporting attendance performance; and

. measures of absence - measures that can be used to report attendance
information on individuals and groups of employees.

Clarifying how absence is defined will assist transit management in better
monitoring and managing employee attendance. More meaningful comparisons can be

made between transit properties with respect to employee absence rates and trends.
The terminology and definitions proposed here are incorporated in the TAMIS reports
discussed in the next section.

ABSENCE DEFINITIONS AND CATEGORIES

As mentioned in the previous section of this report, the current data
collection practices of many transit properties are flawed in two ways.

. Incomplete Data. Categories of absence may be left out and only
informally monitored, leaving attendance information incomplete.

. Superfluous Data Categories. Second, there are too many different terms

for the various categories of absence, that have evolved over time

generally from past practices, payroll requirements, and contractual
terminology. Many of the terms are redundant and often they are not

clearly defined or understood by the recorders or users of the data.

One of the objectives of this document is to overcome both of these deficiencies
by beginning with the very broadest possible base for defining employee absence
and then clearly defining a limited number of distinct categories or types of

absence to structure an attendance information system.

Employee absence can be most broadly defined as "any time during which
employees do not perform the responsibilities of their position." The employee
may be at the place of employment performing a different job for a designated
time period or may be at any other location for any non-work purpose. The
definition serves as the foundation for comprehensive recordkeeping on employee
attendance by considering all instances when employees are not performing their
designated responsibil i ties.

By beginning with this broad definition, the attendance information system
can be used not only to monitor and manage absence of individuals, which is the
traditional use of these data, but also to:

1
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analyze workforce requirements;

. more accurately assess the costs and use of labor to the transit property;

. more realistically plan for future workforce needs; and

support the collective bargaining process.

This broad definition of absence is divided into meaningful categories so

that the data can be used by transit properties. The purpose of creating a limited
number of categories is to aggregate detailed classifications of absence into
more manageable groupings that managers may use for planning, management and
control purposes. In Exhibit III.l, absence terms are identified in six

categories, with an additional category for tardiness. None of the detail of the

data need be lost, since each major absence category can include more detailed
types of information, if needed, for specific employment policies or labor contract
provisions, payroll timekeeping, or for supervision of individual employees.
Exhibit III-2 presents the categories of absence and tardiness together with
sample codes that can be included in each category. Specific codes may be unique
to different transit properties.

Contractual Absence

All of the items in this category refer to absences allowed by management
policy or the labor agreement. Consequently, the specific types and number of

days of absence allowed vary from property to property. Most of the absences are

scheduled in advance. Because employees may incur absences of 25 or more days
per year in this category, it is important that data on these absences be used
for planning work schedules and extra operator assignments. The following types
of absences may be defined within this category and coded as follows:

. CI vacation

. C2 holiday

. C3 birthday

. C4 jury duty

. C5 military leave

. C6 union business

. C7 safety meeting

. C8 bereavement leave

In an ideal scheduling environment, vacation time, as well as other absences
in this category, would be evenly distributed across all days of the year. However,
because the demand is seldom constant, it is only by tracking this category of
absence that long-term patterns of contractual absence can be determined and more
accurate staffing decisions made.
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EXHIBIT III.l

ABSENCE TERMS

SIX CATEGORIES OF ABSENCE

. Contractual Absence

. Sick Leave

. Injury on Duty

. iVIanagement-Requested Absence

. Personal Absence

. Non-Scheduled Work

tardiness!/

1/ Tardiness is important to the transit industry because service must be delivered

on schedule. Generally, each incident of tardiness is recorded for discipline

purposes and identified as lost time for reasons of personal absence.
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EXHIBIT III.

2

ILLUSTRATIVE CATEGORIZATION OF ABSENCE DEFINITIONS

Contractual
Absence

Management-Requested
Absence

CI vacation

C 2 holiday

C3 birthday

C4 jury duty

C5 military leave

C6 union business

C7 safety meeting
C8 bereavement leave

M 1 suspensions

M2 held off

M3 management excused
day off

Personal Absence

PI personal business

P2 personal court appearance
P3 jail term
P4 late and did not work
P5 absent without leave (AWOL)
P6 illness in the family

P7 transportation-related problem
P8 child care-related problem
P9 routine dental and medical

appointments

Sick Leave

SI
S2

paid sick

unpaid sick

Injury on Duty

II injury on duty (also occupa-

tional injury, industrial

injury, etc.)

Non-Scheduled Work

Wl temporary transfer

W2 light duty
W3 training or retraining

W4 tardy and other work
W5 acting dispatcher

W6 acting instructor

W7 acting route foreman
W8 traded routes for the day
W9 company court

WIO miscellaneous assignment

Tardiness

Tl tardy (also miss, miss-out,

sleep-in, sharks, etc.)
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Sick Leave

This category represents one of the largest areas of employee-controlled
absence, and the one with the greatest potential for abuse. Furthermore, because
many transit properties have provisions for a fixed number of paid sick leave

days, the costs of this category of absence can be substantial. Including all

sick leave absences within a single general category has several advantages.
First, the payroll department can determine which employees qualify for absence
benefits. Second, management can identify potential abusers of the attendance
policies. Third, management can determine how much this benefit costs.

Sick leave should be reported whether the absence is paid or not paid. The
terms illness and non-work related injury are often used to describe sick leave.

I^njury on Duty

Because certain health problems and injuries are an inherent part of work at

a transit property, there will be absence caused by industrial injury or illness.
This type of absence is often covered by workers' compensation benefits. As these
costs can be extremely high, and such absences are often long in duration, accurate
data are needed to monitor and manage this type of absence. The terms often used

for absence in this category include injury on duty (lOD), industrial injury, and

occupational injury.

Management-Requested Absence

Management-requested absence refers to efforts by management to reduce the

number of employees on a scheduled workday. There are two general types of absence
in this category. The first type of management-requested absence occurs when
management reduces the work force on days when the number of vehicle operators
is greater than the work available. Vehicle operators may be persuaded to leave
work for the day, without penalty or reward, to reduce labor costs. This type
of absence reflects management's difficulty in properly scheduling employees for

work. The second type of management-requested absence results from the

disciplinary suspension of employees. This type of absence must be recorded and

monitored for an employee's job history and performance record.

In the attendance information system it is important to know how many hours

were lost at management's request and if patterns for requested absence exist.
The following types of absences should be included in this category:

. Ml suspensions

. M2 held off

. M3 management excused day off (no work available)

Personal Absence

This category includes a wide variety of excused and unexcused absences.
Disciplinary policies often focus on personal absence because it is generally
acknowledged to be employee-controlled. Absences commonly included in this
category are:

-13-



PI personal business

. P2 personal court appearance

. P3 jail term

. P4 late and did not work

. P5 absent without leave (AWOL)

. P6 illness in the family

. P7 transportation related problem

. P8 child care-related problem

. P9 routine dental and medical appointments

Non-Scheduled Work

At times employees report for work, but do not work their regularly scheduled
job. For example, a vehicle operator may not drive a bus on a given day but may
work somewhere else on the property, perhaps in a supervisory or training capacity.
From the property's and the employee's point of view, work was performed and no

absence occurred. However, from the garage superintendent's viewpoint, an

employee's job was unfilled and the work had to be delayed or filled by another
employee. The following types of absences may be included in this category:

. Wl temporary transfer

. W2 light duty

W3 training or retraining

. W4 tardy and other work

. W5 acting dispatcher

. W6 acting instructor

. W7 acting route foreman

. W8 traded runs for the day

W9 company court

. WIO miscellaneous assignment

Tardiness

Tardiness is a special form of absence defined as reporting late to work.
Many transit properties define tardiness by the amount of time lost before
reporting for work, e.g., one to two hours. Employees reporting after the passage
of the designated time limit may be considered absent. In many transit properties.
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tardy employees may not work at all or may work only if another work assignment
is available. Whether employees work on days they are tardy is often subject to

existing labor contract provisions, work rules, or transit property policy.

Transit properties have diverse terms used to refer to tardiness, generally
in reference to vehicle operators. These terms include misses, miss-outs, sleep-
ins, lates, sharks, and so on,

ATTENDANCE DATA

Five primary data items should be collected daily about the attendance of

individual employees. These data are necessary to monitor and evaluate extent
and patterns of absence among employees and groups of employees.

Scheduled Work Time

These data indicate the total time employees are scheduled to work. In

most work environments, employees are scheduled and paid for eight hours per day
or forty hours per week. The transit industry is somewhat unique in that:

Regular vehicle operators' scheduled work time is typically determined
by the work assignment selected.

Extra operators' work time is generally scheduled the day before the

actual time worked or by contractual provisions guaranteeing minimum
daily or weekly pay.

All other employees' work time is typically seven and one-half or eight

hours per day.

Unscheduled overtime may be required by any employee to complete work

ass i gnments

.

For purposes of reporting and analyzing employee absence, transit properties
should use scheduled clock hours worked (or absent) for regular operators,
scheduled clock hours or guaranteed pay hours (or absent), whichever is greater,
for extraboard operators, and guaranteed pay hours worked (or absent) for all

other employees. Unscheduled overtime should not be included in determining
absence rates.

Absence Hours

These data indicate the extent of absence based on the number of scheduled
work hours missed. Absence hours are often used as the basis for disciplining
an employee for poor attendance. The usual criterion is the total number of hours
or days absent compared to an established standard. Since the total hours worked
must be tracked to determine the amount of an employee's pay, information on hours
absent is generally available in some form within most organizations.

Data on total hours of absence are generally more useful for managing
individual employee attendance than for managing the attendance of groups of

employees. The aggregate data on the total hours of absence for a division or

department provides little useful information on absence patterns, or on causes
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of absence. Aggregate data on hours of absence are more useful when the type of

absences are identified.

Absence Incidents

These data indicate the extent of absence by the number of absence events
or occurrences without regard to the duration of an absence. An absence incident
may last from several hours for personal reasons to months in duration for sickness
or injury on duty. One incident of absence is normally recorded for each type
of absence (e.g., sick), regardless of duration, that is uninterrupted by a return

to scheduled work. For example, an employee with Saturday and Sunday days off,

would incur one incident of sick absence if both Friday and Monday were missed
due to illness.

Tardiness Hours

These data indicate the extent of tardiness based on the amount of scheduled
work time missed. Although this measure is not often used by transit managers
for disciplinary purposes in the way that tardiness incidents are, it is worth
recording because it supplements absence hours as a means of monitoring total

lost time. Tardiness time is frequently available from timekeeping records at

transit properties.

Tardiness Incidents .

These data indicate the extent of tardiness based on the number of times

an employee reports to work after the designated or scheduled start time.

Disciplinary actions taken by transit managers are frequently based on this

measurement.

MEASURES OF ABSENCE

Consistently accurate measurement of absence and tardiness is important

because supervisors and managers need to take appropriate and timely actions, if

necessary, and these actions may not be based on error. This section of the

report provides information on measures of absence that may be used to monitor
and evaluate individual and group attendance performance. Data representing total

incident and hours of absence and tardiness must be collected. Two measures must
be derived because they provide an appropriate basis for comparing or

differentiating performance between employees or groups. These measures are

absence duration and absence rate.

Absence Duration

The analysis of duration allows management to understand and differentiate
the attendance behavior of two employees, or examine overall absence patterns.
Absence duration can be calculated by dividing the number of hours absent by the
number of incidents of absence. If Employee X has been absent 187.2 hours for

the year and has had three incidents of absence, the average duration of absence
is 62.4 hours. An investigation of attendance records might indicate that the
absence was caused by a recurrent illness. Alternatively, Employee Y may have
the same number of hours of absence for the same period of time, but have 21

incidents. This would mean that the average duration of absence was 8.9 hours.
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The analysis of absence duration distinguishes the absence patterns of the two
employees, and may suggest different management actions.

Absence Rate

Absence rates should be developed for groups of employees and compared over
time to determine patterns of absence, cyclical changes in attendance, and
differences in attendance performance at an organization. Absence rates are

determined by dividing the total time absent in specific categories by the total

scheduled work time. Typically, sick leave, injury on duty, and personal absence
are included in determining absence rates and evaluating employee attendance
performance.

Absence rates are important for decisionmaking and management because rates
normalize attendance performance. For example, Division A employs 350 operators
who were absent 65,000 hours in the last 12 months, while Division B employs 280
operators who were absent 59,000 hours during the same period. From this, it

might be concluded that Division A had a greater absence problem because it had

more aggregate lost time than did Division B. However, if Division A operators
were scheduled to work 746,000 annual hours while Division B operators were
scheduled to work 584,000 annual hours. Division A's absence rate was 9.7 percent,
which is less than Division B's 10.1 percent. Therefore, an analysis of absence
rates indicates that Division B had poorer overall attendance than Division A.

Three examples of absence rate calculations are given in Exhibits III. 3,

III. 4, and III. 5. Each exhibit presents absence rate calculations for a four-
week period based on total absence and policy absence.1/ In the first two cases,
the sample transit properties did not count holidays, vacations, scheduled days

off, and tardiness in the absence policy rate. The last transit property did

count tardiness time in the policy absence rate.

Example of Regular Operator Absence Rate

William J. Brown is a regular vehicle operator who selected a run at sign-
up time composed of 8 hours and 15 minutes of clock time work. On the first
Wednesday of the reporting period. Brown was 30 minutes late to work because of

a traffic accident. He was subsequently assigned work from the extraboard that
same day. On Friday of the second week. Brown called in and reported that he was
sick and unable to attend work. He also telephoned on Monday and Tuesday of the

third week that he was still too sick to work. Brown returned to work on Wednesday.

During the four -week period. Brown had one incident of tardiness, one
incident of absence, and lost 25 hours and 15 minutes of scheduled work, his

total absence time rate was 15.3 percent (25.25/155.00) and his policy absence
time rate was 15.0 percent (24.75/165.00). Had Brown not secured work from the

extraboard on the first Wednesday he was tardy, the transit property would have
charged him with a personal absence of 8 hours and 15 minutes for the day. In

addition to the tardiness incident, some transit properties may charge Brown with

y Policy absence is referred to as only those absences which will be counted
and used by management for measuring performance. For example, transit
properties frequently use only certain absences such as personal or sick
leave for disciplinary actions.
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EXHIBIT III.

3

EIAHPLE OF REGULAR OPERATOR

ABSENCE RATE CALCULATION

NAME: WILLIAH J BROWN

SCHEDULED TOTAL ABSENCE POLICY ABSENCE

DAY OF WORK ABSENCE ABSENCE TARDY TARDY REASON FOR

WEEK TIME HOURS INCDNTS HOURS INCDNTS ABSENCE/TARDINESS HOURS PERCENT HOURS PERCENT

H B.25

T 6.25

U S.25 0.50 1 TRAFFIC ACCIDENT S.53 6.S6 3.20 9,03

T 3.25

F 8.25

S DAY OFF

S DAY OFF

M 8.25

T 8.25

W 8.25

T 8.25

F 8.25 8.25 SICK 3.25 100.03 S.25 130. 0S

S DAY OFF

S DAY OFF

H 8.25 8.25 SICK 8.25 133.00 8.25 100.00

T
,

8.25 8.25 1 SICK 8.25 130.00 3.25 130.30

« 8.25

T 8.25

F 8.25

S DAY OFF

S DAY OFF

H. 8.25

T 8.25

H 3.25

T 8.25

F 8.25

S DAY OFF

S DAY OFF
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EXHIBIT III.

4

EXAhPLE OF EHRhBOhRD OPERATOR

ABSENCE RATE CALCULATION

NAHE: ROBERT C SHITH

SCHEDULED TOTAL ABSENCE POLICY ABSENCE

DAY OF WORK ABSENCE ABSENCE TARDY TARDY REASON FOR

WEEK TIHE HOURS INCDNTS HOURS INCDNTS ABSENCE/TARDINESS HOURS PERCENT HOURS PERCENT

,50 ,50

. 53

DAY OFF

DAY OFF

SICK

SICK

8.50

3.00

100.00

100.00

.00

8.00

B.00

B.00

DAY OFF

DAY OFF

VACATION

VACATION

VACATION

8.00

S.00

3.00

100.00

100.00

130.00

a. 03

0.00

0.00

0,00

0.00

0.00

.00

.00

VACATION

VACATION

DAY OFF

DAY OFF

3.00

100.00

100.00

0.00

0.00 0.00

.00 0.25 OVERSLEPT 0.25 3.i: 0.00 0.00

,00

3.00

3.05

0.13

DAY OFF

DAY .OFF

OVERSLEPT 0.13 1.63 0.00 0.00

TOTAL 162.91 56.50 34.91
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EXHIBIT III.

5

EXAMPLE OF ADMINISTRATIVE EMPLOYEE

ABSENCE RATE CALCULATION

NAME: JAMES M JONES

SCHEDULED TOTAL ABSENCE POLICY ABSENCE

DAY OF WORK ABSENCE ABSENCE TARDY TARDY REASON FOR

WEEK TIME HOURS INCDNTS HOURS INCDNTS ABSENCE/TARDINESS HOURS PERCENT HOURS PERCENT

H 7.5B

T 7.50

u 7.50 2.00 1 DOCTOR'S APPOINTMENT 2.33 2b. bl 2.00 26. t7

T 7.50

F 7.50

S DAY OFF

S DAY OFF

H 7.50

T - 7.50

U 7.50

T 7.50

F 7.50 7.50 SICK 7.53 100.00 7.50 100.00

5 DAY OFF

5 DAY OFF

H 7.50 7.50 SICK 7.50 109.00 7.50 100.00

T 7.50 7.50 1 SICK 7.53 130.30 7.50 100.80

U 7,50 3.00 SICK - PART DAY 3.00 40.00 3.00 40.30

T 7.50 7.50 1 SICK 7.50 103.38 7.50 100.00

F 7.50

S DAY OFF

S DAY OFF

H 7.50

T 7.50 0.75 1 0,75 10.00 0.75 10.00

H 7.53

T 7.50

F 7.50

S DAY OFF

S DAY OFF

TOTAL 150.00 35.00 3 0.75 1
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the time lost based on the difference between his scheduled work time and the

time he actually worked.

Example of Extra Board Operator Absence Rate

Robert C. Smith is an extraboard operator who is normally given a work

assignment the day before he is actually to conduct the work. Some days, he fills

in known open work created by the absence of a regular operator, some days he

works open trippers which are not part of regular runs, and some days he is

assigned to a stand-by position with no particular driving assignment in order

to protect against unanticipated tardiness or absences of other vehicle operators

who are assigned to operate scheduled runs. To calculate an absence rate requires
that scheduled work time be used in the computation. The general rule for

extraboard operators is to use either the scheduled work time (posted the day
before the actual assignment) or the effective minimum daily guarantee,!/
whichever is greater.

In this example. Smith's scheduled days off are Wednesday and Thursday. He

is also scheduled for a week's vacation, which he takes during the four-week
period. The transit property has a rotating extraboard system, which means that

Smith's work assignments may change on a daily basis as is indicated in the

scheduled work time column of Exhibit III. 4. Times shown that are greater than

8 hours mean that Smith was scheduled to fill in an open run normally worked by

a regular operator or that the several trippers he was assigned to work actually

totaled more than 8 clock hours.

During the four-week period, Smith was absent twice and was tardy twice.

On the first Friday of the period, he was assigned a Saturday run lasting 8 hours

and 30 minutes. Since he was taken ill after the Friday work assignment and did

not report for work on Saturday, Smith was charged with an absence of 8 hours and

30 minutes. Smith was also sick on the next day, Sunday, but because he received

no Saturday assignment for Sunday work, he was charged with a Sunday absence equal

to the minimum daily guarantee of 8 hours.

Smith's next incident of absence was 40 hours of vacation, which were not

charged as a policy absence to his record. The transit property collects this

data for payroll purposes and also uses it for future manpower planning and

scheduling. Lastly, Smith was tardy for scheduled work twice for periods of 15

minutes and 8 minutes, which are not included in this transit property's absence

policy. Tardiness is handled separately in the labor agreement discipline code.

Smith's total absence rate for the four-week period is calculated as 34.91

percent (56.88/162.19). His policy absence rate is 13.42 percent (16.58/122.91).

Example of Administrative Employee Absence Rate

James M. Jones is a clerical employee with, normal 7 hour and 30 minute

work days. During the four-week period in this example, Jones incurred three

y The effective minimum daily guarantee is normally 8 pay hours. If there is

a 40 hour weekly guarantee required by the labor agreement and full-time

operators normally work five days per week, then 8 hours is still a good

value to use.
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incidents of absence and one incident of tardiness. On Wednesday of the first
week, Jones received permission to leave work two hours early for a scheduled
doctor's appointment. The policy of the transit property is to charge Jones with
the personal absence even though he received permission to leave.

The following week, Jones takes sick leave on Friday which extends through
Tuesday of the following week. He returns to work on Wednesday and works until

early afternoon at which time he is unable to continue because of a recurrence
of the previous sickness. He takes off three hours early to go home and does not
return to work until Friday. Jones is reported as having two incidents of illness,
losing 22 hours and 30 minutes the first time and 10 hours and 30 minutes the

second time. Although it may be argued that Jones' two incidents were related
to the same sickness, he nevertheless returned to work on Wednesday for 4 hours
and 30 minutes.

Lastly, Jones reported to work 45 minutes late on the last Tuesday of the

four-week period. The transit property's policy is to record Jones as having one
personal absence incident with 45 minutes of lost personal absence time.

In this example, Jones' total absence and policy absence rates are the same
for the four-week time period. His absence rate was 23.83 percent (35.75/150.00).

It should be noted that absence rates calculated on an average lost time

per employee basis (e.g., 9 days per employee or 72 hours per employee) may not

be acceptable for comparing employees or groups of employees, because the amount
of scheduled work time for employees may be different. In the previous three
exhibits, each employee was scheduled for differing amounts of work time.

Therefore, average absence rates per employee can be somewhat misleading if care
is not exercised to use equivalent employees in the absence rate denominator.
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IV. ATTENDANCE REPORTS

The objective of this section of the report is to provide a sample of

prototype attendance reports that may be used by transit supervisors and managers
for monitoring and managing employee attendance. These reports contain
information that may be beneficial to transit properties to improve attendance
management. The specific data needs and reporting formats should be considered
and determined by each transit property. The section begins with a discussion
of data users and their concerns and concludes with examples of model attendance
reports

.

ATTENDANCE MANAGEMENT: USES AND CONCERNS

At most transit properties, the management of employee attendance is rarely

the responsibility of one person. Rather, it is the collective responsibility
of many supervisors and managers whose primary functions are more often the

delivery and operation of safe and reliable public transportation service. Since

good employee attendance is important to providing reliable transit service, it

is necessary that supervisors and managers have appropriate tools to assist them

in fulfilling their duties efficiently. Such tools include appropriately designed
and useful employee attendance reports based on an accurate and timely information
reporting system.

Supervisors and managers at various levels in transit organizations have

different concerns and needs for attendance information. The model reporting
forms given in the sections that follow are designed to meet the concerns of

transit managers, supervisors, and employees (see Exhibit IV. 1).

MODEL ATTENDANCE REPORTS

The following model reports are included for monitoring and managing

employee attendance:

Employee Absence History (Option A)

. Employee Absence History (Option B)

Group Supervisor Policy Absence Report

Group Supervisor Corrective Action Report

Division/Department/Executive Manager Absence Report

Best/Worst Attenders Report

Worst Day Absence Report

. Employee Absence Distribution Report

Absence Trend Report

Each model report format may be refined to better serve the attendance information

needs of specific transit properties. With the exception of the first two reports.
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EXHIBIT IV.

1

ATTENDANCE REPORTS: USERS AND CONCERNS

Transit Property General Manager ;

Are the absence rates for each division increasing or decreasing?

How does each division's absence rate compare with the other divisions?

What are the costs associated with current absence rates?

What is being done to lower costs associated with employee absence?

Division Superintendent or Department Manager ;

How has absence changed during the past year for my division/department?

How does the absence of my division compare to other employee groups and divisions?

Does absence vary by day of the week or season?

How closely can I estimate my personnel needs on any given day?

Is the absence rate for the division as a whole acceptable?

What is the cost of the absence rate for my division?

Is this cost increasing or decreasing?

Are there attendance patterns that can be identified and improved?

The Labor Relations/Personnel Department

How does attendance relate to contract provisions that require discipline or different
pay procedures?

p .. . Is timely absence data available to take consistent action as reguired by the
disciplinary procedures?

Are accurate attendance data on all employees collected to ensure that an arbitrator
will not overrule a case on the grounds of unacceptable information?

Supervisors

Which employees attendance has improved?

Have employee injuries increased?

Are there employees who abuse the attendance policy?

Is absence information on which discipline is based accurate and timely?

Employee

Is there an accurate record of my attendance so that I am paid properly?

Is my attendance record treated in a manner consistent with the records of other
employees for purposes of good/perfect attendance awards, discipline, or attendance
evaluation?
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(Employee Absence History Options A and B), where only one of the reports should
be developed, each of the other reports is recommended for managing and analyzing
individual and group attendance performance.

Common Features of the Model Attendance Reports

Before presenting the suggested report formats and describing the sections
of each report, several features common to all or several of the model reports
should be mentioned.

Report Distribution. It is important to distribute attendance data

throughout the transit property in a timely manner. Although reports may be

needed more frequently, the following schedule for report distribution is

suggested:

. Reports on individual absence history should be updated daily and filed

in each employee's folder on a weekly or bi-weekly basis. These reports

may be provided daily to the appropriate manager or supervisor, if

required. With timely updates, this report can eliminate the need for

the manual operator data card or the employee attendance card.

Group supervisor policy absence reports should be updated daily and may

be provided to supervisors daily, if desired. This report summarizes
employee attendance and may eliminate the need to review individual

absence history on a daily basis.

Group supervisor corrective action report is an exception report that

should be updated and provided daily to supervisors for any needed
corrective actions.

Other attendance reports on individual or group performance distributed

to division superintendents and line managers should be provided weekly
or as needed.

, Attendance reports distributed to the department heads (i.e., personnel,

labor relations, and so on) and the general manager should be provided
monthly or as needed.

Use of Fixed Versus Rolling Calendar . Attendance reports may use a fixed

calendar format for reporting cumulative data (i.e., fiscal year-to-date). For

exampl e

:

. July is always listed as the first month

at the beginning of each calendar year, only information dating from

July 1st is displayed

all previous attendance history is archived

The discipline codes of many transit properties require information on

absence during the most recent 12 months. This is called a rolling calendar or

moving period since the last period (e.g., month) is dropped as the next is added
to reports. These properties should use and display the last 13 months of absence
history on their attendance reports and archive all historic attendance data.
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Absence data using a 24-month rolling calendar may be even more useful for

analysis and comparison purposes. However, transit properties that have
negotiated a fixed or 12-month rolling calendar for discipline purposes should
develop attendance reports that meet the needs of their discipline codes. The
cumulative absence data presented in each of the model reports may be based on a

fixed or a rolling calendar and includes whatever period of time is specified by

the transit property.

Absence Rates. Incidents and duration in all categories of absence must

be recorded in the TAMIS for timekeeping, labor force sizing, and other attendance
management needs. However, only absences used to evaluate employee attendance
performance are included in determining individual or group policy absence rates.
This means that sick leave, injury on duty, and personal absence are generally
included in determining absence rates; contractual absence, management-requested
absence, and non-scheduled work may not be included. Some transit properties may
prefer to show both total absence and policy absence rates.

The model reports have been designed to accommodate a variety of absence

rate displays, e.g., total absence rates, policy absence rates, moving period
absence rates, absence year-to-date (YTD) rates, etc. Attendance reports for a

transit property should be designed to meet specific needs and should be designed
so that comparisons can be made using previous period or cumulative data entries.

Employee Absence History (Option A)

The Employee Absence History report (Option A or B) is the most important
report on employee absence because it captures each employee's entire attendance
history. All other data in other TAMIS attendance reports are generated from

this data base. Consequently, if the Employee Absence History report contains
errors or problems, so will all other reports. This report is prepared for

distribution to appropriate line supervisors and managers.

As discussed above, in most transit properties, these data are currently

recorded and updated manually on an operator data card or employee attendance
card. Exhibit IV. 2 illustrates the Option A Employee Absence History report.

The content of the report is divided into three sections. The top section of the

report contains basic identification information required for reference or

consolidation of employees into groups, divisions, or departments. The middle
section of the report provides detailed information about individual absence
including absence dates, absence type and description, amount of time lost, and

any management actions or comments. The bottom section of the report contains a

summary of information by absence category for total absence and policy absence,
which may be used in incentive and/or disciplinary programs for attendance. Also

shown is the use of both rolling calendar (moving period) and fixed period (YTD)

absence data.

Employee Absence History (Option B)

The Option B Employee Absence History report is shown as Exhibit IV. 3. The

report presented is the same as Option A except that data are shown in a calendar
format rather than in a narrative format. Option B format looks similar to many
current transit property operator data cards and does allow for some visual

confirmation of the number and extent of employee absence. The detailed
information that might be provided in a custom-designed Option A report is limited
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EXHIBIT IV.

2

EMPLOYEE NAME! JOHN A. SMITH

EMPLOYEE I: 01038

SENIORITY DATE: 863573

GROUP I; 320104

E M P L 0 '/ E E H e 3 E N : E HISTORY
(OPTION A )

REPORT PERIOD:

PfioE;

DATE PREPARED:

FILE SOURCE:

163135

i

110435

l3ifS925

FROM DATE TO DATE

070285

070485

0B2195

090285

090665 090985

091685

091885

ABSENCE

TYPE

SI

C2

Tl

C2

SI

SI

ABSENCE DESCRIPTION

SICK. LEAVE. PAID

HOLIDAY, PAID

TARDY, WORKED

HOLIDAY, PAID

SICK LEAVE, PAID

SICK LEAVE. PAID

TIflE LOST

8.2

a.

a

0.3

8.0

16.3

MANAGEMENT ACTION

CN - COUNSELED - HDF

T 0 T A L A B S E N C E P 0 L I C Y A B 3 E N C E

ABSENCE INCIDENTS ABSENCE TIME ABSENCE INCIDENTS ABSENCE TIME

MOVING THIS LAST MOVING THIS LAST MOVING THIS LAST MOVING THIS -AST

ABSENCE CATEGORY PERIOD YTD YTD PERIOD YTD YTD PERIOD vTl YTD PERIOD YTD YTD

CONTRACTUAL la 2
T
L 80.0 16.0 16.0 0 0 0 0.0 0.3 3.3

SICK 6 3 7 48,9 33.1 57,1 6 3 7 48.9 33.

1

INDUSTRIAL INJURY 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 6.0

PERSONAL 4 0 33.1 0.0 1 2 .

3

4 0
1

33,1 0.0 !2.

3

MGMT REOUESTED a 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.9 a 3 0 0.0 0.0 o.e

NGN-SCHEDULED 1 0 0 6.3 3.0 0.0 0 0.0 P.0

TOTAL ABSENCE 21 5 11 170,3 49.2 65.4 82.0 0 J • 1 .J? , i

TARDINESS 1 1 9 0.3 0.3 0.0 1 1 0 0.3 3.3 3,3
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EXHIBIT IV.

3

EMPLOYEE ABSENCE
(OPTION B )

HISTORY

EfiPLOYEE fJAHE: JOHN A. SMITH

EHPLOYEE ii: 01838

SENIORITY DATE; 060578

GROUP t: 320104

REPORT PERIOD;

PAGE;

DATE PREPARED;

FILE SOURCE;

123155

1

! 13485

13KSV25

H T W T f S S R T W T F 3 S f1 T W T F S S H T w T F S S M T vl 3 T *l T

078135-073185

ABSENCE TYPE

ABSENCE HOURS

MGMT ACTION

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 !5 lb 17 13 19 28 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 38 3l

.SI . C2 . DO DO DO DO DO DO DO DO . . .

. 8.2 . 8.0

680195-063185

ABSENCE TYPE

ABSENCE HOURS

M8HT ACTION

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 13 19 23 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 38 31

. . DO DO DO DO DO DC . . Tl . . DO DO DO

0.3

096185-093085

ABSENCE TYPE

ABSENCE HOURS

MGHT ACTION

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IB 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 IS 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 26 29 30

DO C2 . . . SI DO DO SI . . . . DO DO 31 , . . , DO DO DO DO .

. 3.0 ... 8.2 .. 3.2 3.3

CN

100185-163185

ABSENCE TYPE

ABSENCE HOURS

rlSMT ACTION

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 IB 19 20 2i 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

. . . . DO DO . . . . . DO DO DO DO DO DO . , . .

T 0 T A L ABSENCE P 0 L I C r A B S £ N C E

ABSENCE INCIDENTS ABSENCE TIME ABSENCE INCIDEN TS ABSENCE TIME

MOVING THIS LAST MOVING THIS LAST MOVING THIS LAST MOVING THIS LAST

ABSENCE CATEGORY PERIOD YTD YTD PERIOD YTD YTD PERIOD YTD YTD PERIOD YTD YTD

CONTRACTUAL 18 2
n 30.0 16.0 16.0 0 0 a 0.0 0,3 0,0

SICK b
7

1 43.9 33.1 57.1 6 7 46.9 33. i 57.1

INDUSTRIAL INJURY 8 8 8.8 0,0 0.0 S 0 0 8.0 8.0 0,0

PERSONAL 4 8
0
i. 33.1 8.0 12.3 4 0 33.1 0.0 12.3

MGHT REQUESTED 8 8 8 8.0 0.0 0.0 0 8 8.8 0.0 0.0

NON-SCHEDULED 1 8 a 3.3 I, is 0.0 0 e e.e 0.8

TOTAL ABSENCE T1
X. 1 11 170,3 49,2 65.4 10 3 9 S2.0 33.1 69.

4

TARDINESS



here. The use of absence codes in Option B will require either the printout of

such codes with each computer run of the report, a permanent reference chart of

absence codes, or commiting the codes to memory.

Group Supervisor Policy Absence Report

This report, whose format is shown in Exhibit IV. 4, is specifically designed

to provide summary attendance information about those employees who supervisors
work with daily. The form is divided into three sections. The upper section
contains reference information about the group whose employees appear in the lower

sections of the report. The middle section contains absence information by

empl oyee for the current per i od, for a mov i ng per i od (i.e., rolling calendar based

on policy or the labor agreement), and for a fixed period (e.g., year-to-date).
Also included in the middle section is information regarding tardiness and whether
any management actions are pending (i.e., incentives or discipline). The bottom
section of the report provides detailed absence information by type for the moving
period. Categories of absence shown in this section may be selected from total

categories.

Group Supervisor Corrective Action Report

This report is designed to notify supervisors of employee absence when

management actions are required. The report, as shown in Exhibit IV. 5, is triggered
only when an employee(s) meets or exceeds the absence level specified in the labor

agreement or other established policies. The computerized system keeps track of

absence and tardiness incidents as well as lost time in accordance with the steps

of prescribed discipline and reports on the nature and timing of required
management actions. The entry on the report would remain until the appropriate

action is taken, at which time the entry would be recorded on the employee's
attendance record. Reports to upper-level management would show pending
corrective actions.

Division/Department/Executive Manager Absence Report

This report is designed to meet the needs of management above the supervisory
level. As shown in Exhibit IV. 6, the report format is divided into three sections.
The upper section contains descriptive information necessary for identification
purposes. The middle section of the report lists absence information by

group/division/department, as appropriate. The format shown provides for

comparative data by fixed period, i.e., this period versus last period and this

year-to-date versus last year-to-date. The format could be modified to report
moving period information and percent absence. This section also contains
information about the number of management actions pending for each of the reported
groups

.

The lower section of the report provides detailed absence information about

absence type across all groups. This information, like that in the middle section,
can be modified to report data on a moving period and/or cumulative basis and

could also include tardiness.

Best and Worst Attenders Report

This report may be used to identify employees with the best and worst
attendance records. The report format, as shown in Exhibit IV. 7, can be used for
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EXHIBIT IV.

4

8 R 0 U P S U P E R y i s a R

POLICY A S 5 E M C E REPORT

GROUP

GROUP NAME:

SUPERVISOR NAME;

2485

MAIN STREET GARAGE

BROWN, THOMAS J.

REPORT PERIOD:

PAGE;

DATE PREPARED:

FILE SOURCE:

1

i3yAe3;

MOVING fteSENCE PERIOD ABSENCE YTD

ABSENCE THIS PERIOD HOURS HOURS

EMPLOYEE

TARDINESS INCIDENT

THIS MOVING

MANAGEMENT

ACTION

EMPLOYEE NAME NUMBER INCIDENTS HOURS INCIDENTS *
,

7. INCIDENTS » I PERIOD PERIOD YTD PENDING

ABRAMS, GEORGE M 06135 0 3.0 i. 16.0 0.1 1 8.0 1.7 0 0 0 N

CARSON, JOHN H 31129 I 16.3 6 74.3 4.1 4 49.8 10.9 0 1 0 N

DOWNS, THOMAS B 10855 0 0.0 3 24.3 1.3 T
L 16.2 3.5 0 3 3 N

JONES, WILLIAM C 03241 0 0.0 1 e.i 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 1 3 1 N

LOPEZ, JOSEPH S 07183 0 0.0 2 16.4 0.1 I 0.0 3.0 0 0 3 N

MCCARTHY. SALLY K 11391 0 0.0 4 42.6 2.3 1 8.1 1 .

7

3 0 N

SMITH, JAMES Y 02387 1 24.6 .;, 88.3 4.8 56,9 12.4 0 0 8 t

YOUNG, SCOTT R 05892 0 0.0 20.5 1.1 1 8.2 i.e 0
T
(J I !•!

TOTAL 26 290,5 12 147.2 4.3

MOVING ABSENCE PERIOD

EMPLOYEE NAME

EMPLOYEE

NUMBER

CONTRACTUAL SICK lOD PERSONAL MGMT REQUESTED NON- SCHEDULED TOTAL

INC HRS I INC HRS 7. INC HRS L INC HRS 7, INC HRS I INC HRS I IMC HRS

ABRAMS, GEORGE M 06135 i. 16.0 0.1 16.3 3.1

CARSON, JOHN H 01129
c
J 66.

1

3.6 1 3.2 0.0 6 74.3 4, 1

DOWNS. THOMAS B 10855 3 24.3 1.3 3 24.3

JONES, WILLIAM C 03241 1 8.1 0.0 i a, 1 0.2

LQPE2. JOSEPH S 07183 2 16.4 0.1 16.4 0,1

MCCARTHY, SALLY K 11391 36,

8

2,0 2 5.3 2.3 4 42.6

SMITH, JAMES Y 02387
C
J 64.3 3.5 1 24.3 1 6 88.

3

4,B

YOUNG, SCOTT R 356^2 n 20.5 1,1 2 28.5

244. 4 1,7 14,0 1 , 3 4 22. 1 8.0 26 250.0
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EXHIBIT IV.

5

GROUP SUPERVISOR
CORRECTIVE ACTION REPORT

REPORT PERIOD: l2:ir.

GROUP »: 03437 Pfl6£: 1

GROUP NAHE: DARBY DIVISION DATE PREPARED: 918466

SUPERVISOR NAME: JOHNSON, GEORGE J. FiLE SOURCE: HWT"?!

EilPLOYEE NAME

JONES, JOHN K.

SMITH, ROBERT T.

STEVENS, MARK S.

WINDSOR, JAHE3 T.

EMPLOYEE TRIGGERING

NUMBER CODE

10454

B65B3

35921

07544

R5

E2

R5

T6

TRIGGERING DESCRIPTION

6 INCIDENTS OF ABSENCE IN 6 MONTHS

30 HOURS LOST TIME IN 2 MONTHS

6 INCIDENTS OF ABSENCE IN 6 MONTHS

Y INCIDENTS OF TARDINESS IN b MONTHS

MANAGEMENT ACTION

t^EQ'D DESCRIPTION TAKEN BY D-TE

M3

M2

M3

M7

WRITTEN mm<o
REPRIMAND

WRITTEN «ARNiN6

SUSPENSION - 3 DAYS

GJJ

5JJ :2/22.'S5
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EXHIBIT IV.

6

D I V [ S 1 0 N / 0 E P A R T « E N T / E i; E C y T I V E H h N A G E R

A B S E N C E R E P 0 R T

REPORT PERIOD: i'aZm

DIV/DEPT NO. 338B PABE; i

DI7/DEPT NAME: TRANSPORTATION DATE PREPARED: 370285

HANAGER NAME; WILLIAMS, JOHN D. FILE SOURCE; TR33ND

4 OF

SUMMARY OF POLICY A B S E N C

ABSENCE INCIDENTS ABSENCE TIME

Y DIVISION

PERCENT ABSENCE TIME

nijn 1

,

ACTIONS THIS LAST THIS LAST THIS LAST THIS LAST THIS LAST THIS LAST

DIVISION PENDING PERIOD PERIOD YTD YTD PERIOD PERIOD YTD YTD PERIOD PERIOD YTD YTD

A e 152 138 183Q 1756 2852 2813 3A224 3316B 9.30 9.17 9.38 9.01

B 4 13B 133 1669 16B2 3281 3260 37728 38111 B. 35 S.53 B.2B S.29

C 12 173 157 1912 1838 5248 5153 t34e3 62320 11.41 1 ! . 20 11.50 11.29

D 1 7B 82 869 905 1697 1

'17
20424 19B17 7, 38 7.49 7.40 7.18

TOTAL 17 525 513 6280 6151 12993 12956 155348 153416 9,42 9.39 9.41 9.26

MEAN ABSENCE

DURATION (HOURS) 24.8 25.4 24.8 24,9

S U M M A R Y Q F T 0 T A. L A B S E N C E B Y T Y F E

ABSENCE INCIDENTS ABSENCE TINE PERCENT ABSENCE TIME

THIS LAST THIS LAST THIS LAST THIS LAST THIS LAST THIS '.AST

ABSENCE TYPE PERIOD PERIOD YTD YTD PERIOD PERIOD no YTD PERIOD PERIOD YTD YTD

CONTRACTUAL U25 1137 13563 13627 1S652 19311 216345 217136 1 i . 96 12.19 1 1 . 56 11.68

SICK 462 464 5653 5413 12088 12049 145933 142677 7.75 7.72 7.B0 7.d2

lOD 10 15 234 246 649 673 7792 7672 B.42 0.43 0.42 0.41

PERSONAL 31 396 492 261 234 2118 3367 0.17 0.15 0.11 9. It

MANAGEMENT REQUESTED 24 51 332 186 1S6 153 2352 169S 0.12 9.10 0.15 0.39-

NON-CONTRACTUAL 4 6 72 87 B7 74 678 925 0.06 0.05 0.0i 0.85

TOTAL 1678 1666 20247 20051 31923 32191 375723 373147 20.46 20.64 20.07 19.93
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EXHIBIT IV.

7

BEST h WORST m T T E N D E R S REPORT

SPECIAL REPORT

ON GROUPS, DIVISIONS,

DEPARTMENTS. AND SYSTEM-

WIDE PREPARED ALPHABETICALLY

REPORT PERIOD: Bc:235

PAGE: 1

DATE PREPARED: 373555

FILE SOURCE: Ah335^:

PERFECT ATTENDEfiS EXCELLENT ATTENDERS POOR ATTENDER3

(E.B. , BASED ON 1-2 ABSENCE INCIDENTS (E.G., GREATER THAN m
h LESS THAN 25 HOURS lOST TIHE; ABSENCE)

EMPLOYEE EMPLOYEE EMPLOYEE PERCENT

NUMBER EMPLOYEE NAME NUMBER EMPLOYEE NAME NUMBER EMPLOYEE NAME ABSENCE

0493S AARON, DANIEL J 07493 ADAMS, 6EDR0RY T 039^5 ALLEN, NORMA J

10349 BAKER, JOHN S 02948 BAYLOR, JAMES M ^6974 BOYD. A.NTHONY D 21.6

04837 CARTER, CLARA W 35B93 CLARK, DIANE £ 09363 DANIELS, TERRV L 13.3

11365 DIAZ, RICAREDO E 04749 EDWARDS, FRANK E 3485? EVANS, ROBERT A 16.4

08593 FOSTER, MARY R 08967 GARCIA. JOSE 11486 SIBSON, SHIRLEY R !5.7

04396 HALL, CHARLES B 02436 HILL. DONALD M 12957 HOWARD, ROSE J 12.9

97258 KING, DOUGLAS M 12930 JOHNSON, GERALD F 10429 KELLY, BEVERLY P 12.

!

02948 LEE, STEPHEN £ 04955 LOPEZ. RICHARD L 09573 MARTIN, STEVEN R 12.0

09947 MCCOY, CARL L 06285 MILLER, CATHERINE D 09532 MOORE. WILLARD C 11.6

07396 NELSON, RAYMOND T 09812 OWENS. FLOYD S 39952 PATTERSON. JANE D 11.:

032B7 PHILLIPS, MARIA K 03945 REED, ELEANOR B 06533 ROBERTSON; GENE A 11.1

06294 SCOTT, MELVIN E 05832 SMITH, ANN M 04573 SMITH, MARIA A 10.4

06423 STEWART, SUSAN n 05759 SWEENEY, TERESA J 02649 TAYLOR, PATRICIA G 18.2

06303 THOMAS, ROBIN S 1B306 TURNER, LARRY D 05985 WALKER. JAMES E 10.0

11345 WONG, CHEN C 34965 WARD, PETER V 65343 EARNER, JULIE L 10.0

02392 WASHINGTON, JOHN R

01223 WILLIAMS, DONNA J

10045 YOUNG, SAMUEL H
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particular groups, divisions, and departments and could be developed to report
only certain absence categories or groups of categories. The report could be

designed to report perfect, excellent, and poor attenders for specified periods
of time (e.g., quarterly, annually) based on desired criteria, as shown in the

example form. Such reporting can aid not only in identifying employees for

possible counseling or discipline, but also in identifying those employees
qualifying for attendance incentive rewards.

Worst Day Absence Report

Frequently, transit managers desire to know more about absence patterns,
in order to focus their attention on possible abuses or plan for additional
employees (e.g., extraboard operators) in order to cover open work. Exhibit IV.

8

provides an example of a report that could be developed that focuses on worst day
absences. In the exhibit, information is provided on the highest absence
day-of-the-week, days before and after scheduled days off, and days before and

after scheduled holidays. This report makes it possible to evaluate whether there

are significant differences between certain days or between a period and a former
period. Such information is useful in determining whether management policies,
programs, and actions are achieving the effects desired.

Employee Absence Distribution Report

This report is designed to identify the distribution of absence and tardiness
among employee groups as well as changes that may occur in the distribution between
time periods. It could also be designed to provide absence distribution
information between moving time periods. Exhibit IV. 9 shows an example of employee
distribution and cumulative distribution for tardy incidents, absence incidents,

and absence time. Larger employee percent values in lower incident and time

categories indicate good attendance performance. Conversely, larger employee
percent values in higher incident and time categories indicate bad attendance
performance. If provided regularly (monthly, quarterly, annually), this report

can assist in identifying the effects on attendance of changes in policies and

programs

.

Employee Absence Trend Report

This report is designed to display changes in employee absence rates

graphically. The graph may be used to show total absence, policy absence, or

absence by category. It may be used to show absence trends over several years
or absence for a single year by employee group, division, or department. The
periods may be monthly, as shown in Exhibit IV. 10, four-week periods, or bi-

weekly. Exhibit IV. 11 shows daily total percent absence for bus operators of a

single division of a major U.S. transit property. Although this level of detail
may be useful for management to better understand daily variations in absence
rates, it is less useful for observing trends in absence rates.
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EXHIBIT IV.

8

WORST D A V ABSENCE REPORT

SPECIAL REPORT

ON INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYEES,

GROUPS, DIVISONS, DEPARTHENTS,

AND SYSTEflWIDE BY ABSENCE TYPE

REPORT PERIOD:

'-AGE:

DATE PREPARED:

FILE SOURCE:

PERCENT ABSENCE TIME PERCENT ABSENCE TIME

THIS LAST THIS LAST

PFRiriD YTD

MONDAY 9.7 9.6 18.1

TUESDAY a.

4

8.1 e.3 BEFORE >A AFTER

DAYS OFF

WEDNESDAY 3.2 B.l 8.2

OTHER DAYS

THURSDAY 8.6 e.9 8.7 B.5

FRIDAY ia.4 9.6 11.2 10.5

BEFORE t AFTER

SATURDAY 12.5 10.2 13.1 11.8 HOLIDAYS

SUNDAY 14.1 12.

B

13.5 15.2 OTHER DAYS

MEAN ie.0 9.3 la.i 10.2

SIGNI-

FICANT YES YES /ES YES

SlGNi-

3IGNI- SIGNI- FICANT

FICANT LAST FICANT DIFF

DIFF'^ YTD DIFF'' BTW YRS

THIS

YTD

10.4

9.9

10.4

NO

NO

10.5

10,0

1?.3

li!,2

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

DIFF?
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EXHIBIT IV.

9

ABSENCE D I S T R I B U T I 0 ts REPORT

SPECIAL REPORT

ON GROUPS. DIVISIONS,

DEPftRTKEWTS. AND SYSTEM-

WIDE BY ABSENCE TYPE

REPORT PERIOD: 253! B5

PAGE: !

DATE PREPARED; 060355

FILE SOURCE; A&33S5

EMPLOYEES 7. EHPLOYEES

CUilULftTlvE

i EHPLOYEES

TARDY

INCIDENTE

THIS

PERIOD

LAST

PERIOD

ABSENCE THIS LAST THIS LAST

INCIDENTS PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD

EMPLOfEES

CUilULATIVE

1 EMPLOYEES

ABSENCE

TIME

(HOURS)

THIS

PERIOD

LAST

PERIOD

THIS

PERIOD

LAST

PERIOD

a 85.6 86.2 0 17.3 la.

3

17.

S

1 7.7 7.4 1 14.3 15.4 32.1

2 3.4 4.5 2 13.3 ) "/ n 45.4

3 2.1 1.9 3 10.3 3.6 55.7

4 B.8 0.0 4 9.3 8.3 65.8

5 0.4 0.0 5 9.3 9.5 74.0

6 0.0 0.0 6 3.6 7.2 82.8

7 0.0 0.0 7 4.6 4.2 67.

6

S 0.0 8.0 8 2,4 3.0 90.0

9 0.0 0.9 9 2.1 2.6 92.1

10+ 0.0 0.0 10+ 7.9 i n 100.0

16.3 0 17.8 16.3 17.3 i6.3

31.7 0-16 6.4 9.2 26.2 5 S

43.9 16-32 14.3 13.3 43.5 33. e

52.5 32-48 12.7 13,

3

53.2 51,3

60.6 46-64 11.4 12.2 64.6 64.0

70.3 64-80 5,0 S. 7 69,6 7'' 7

77.5 80-96 7, 7 77,3 79.8

81.7 96-112 4,y 3.1 81.3 32.1

64.7 112-128 2.9 4.6 34,2 36.

"

67.3 123-144 2.9 2.3 37,1 63.7

103,9 144-160 0.3 1.1 87,9 39.3

160+ 12.1 13.2 108.3 100.0

TOTAL 100.0 100. 100. 100.0

AVERA6E

TARDINESS

INCIDENTS

PER EMPLOYEE

AVERAGE

ABSENCE

INCIDENTS

PER EMPLOYEE

AVERAGE

WORK HOURS LOST

PER EMPLOYEE

THIS

YTD

LAST

YTD

This

YTD

LAST

YTD

THIS

YTD

LAST

YTD

MEAN

MEDIAN

0.2 ,9 4.2

42 44
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EXHIBIT IV. 10

ABSENCE TREND ft E P 0 ft T

SPECIAL REPORT

ON GROUPS, DIVISIONS,

DEARTMENTS, AND SYSTEM-

WIDE BY ABSENCE TYPE

DATE PftEPAfEDi 3717

FILE SOUftCE: ABS?



EXHIBIT IV. 11

DAILY TOTAL Q P £ R A T 0 ft ABSENCE RATE

SPECIAL REPORT
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V. INFORMATION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

A major objective of this report is to describe a Transit Attendance
Management Information System (TAMIS) that can be used by transit properties as

a tool for managing employee attendance. The TAMIS has been designed to provide
both specific information on individual employees and aggregate data for analyzing
group attendance by division, department, or throughout the transit property.
Using the TAMIS, transit properties will be able to:

identify employees, work groups, divisions, and departments with good

and poor attendance performance

identify cyclical absence patterns and historical trends

identify the reported reasons for absence

. evaluate attendance improvement efforts

The TAMIS can be used by transit properties wishing to establish new
attendance information systems or properties to enhance their current attendance
data reporting and analysis capabilities. Transit properties with sophisticated
attendance information systems may compare the TAMIS to their own systems. These
transit properties may adapt some ideas from the TAMIS to better utilize their

current information systems.

This section of the report describes the basic conceptual principles and

requirements of the TAMIS. The development of software to fully implement the

system will require considerable care from numerous employees, including line

management, labor relations, personnel, and computer support staff. Some aspects
of the TAMIS will probably need to be tailored for each property. The remainder
of this section discusses:

Background on current attendance recordkeeping - Methods currently used

for reporting attendance data and methods which typically result in

ineffective information systems, particularly for managing groups of

empl oyees.

. TAMIS overview - The basic elements of the TAMIS and how they relate to

each other are described, along with the benefits of automation and

limitations of a manual attendance information system.

BACKGROUND: CURRENT ATTENDANCE RECORDKEEPING

Attendance reports generated by an attendance information system should be

derived from a single valid reliable data base. However, many transit properties
currently use several data bases, often non-matching because of present methods
of gathering and processing the data. The benefits of the TAMIS become apparent
when contrasted with these attendance recordkeeping practices. Therefore, the

flow of attendance information common to the transportation departments of many
transit properties is described below. (The recordkeeping practices of other
departments, such as maintenance or administration, are typically less complex.)
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The transportation dispatcher records most absences, generally from
telephone call-in messages, and maintains a simple list of operators, operator
numbers, and reasons for absence. The list is consulted as extra operators are

needed to fill open work assignments. At the end of the dispatcher's work shift,

the information on the absentee list is transferred to:

. the operator's data card, which may be a calendar-formatted record of

absence used within the division largely for employee supervision and
discipline. Exhibits V.l and V.2 illustrate typical absence record
cards.

. the operator's time card or exception reporting sheet, which is later

sent to the payroll department for verification and data entry to

determine compensation.

. the transit property's management information system, if one exists, may
use the information in various performance reports.

Typically, line managers treat the operator data cards as the only valid record
of employee absences. Discrepancies between the operator data card in the
division, the information in the payroll department data base, and the MIS reports
often exist because:

vr . The absence codes used on the operator cards are generally more detailed
and often different from the absence codes used by other departments.

•
. When absences are reclassified and changes made to employee records,

changes are often not entered into all attendance data bases-.

The shortcomings of this method of attendance recordkeeping and reporting are:

. A count of the number of days absent or incidents of absence is generally
the only measure considered in determining when to counsel an employee
on poor attendance.

J c: . There is little regular access to the operator data cards because they

are stored in the divisions.

It is very difficult to compile division performance statistics as these

data are often hard to obtain and generally difficult to tabulate.

TAMIS OVERVIEW

The Transit Attendance Management Information System comprises three basic

elements:

. the data requirements and input documents, which are the source of the

data;

. the central file, which includes all of the data in the attendance
information system; and
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the data reports, which document the output of the information system.

Exhibit v. 3 illustrates the relationship of these elements.

Data Requirements

The input or source documents for a data base must contain all of the

information needed for the central (or master) file. Given transit attendance
data needs and the structure of the TAMIS, the information required includes:

the master file of scheduled work assignments including the scheduled
days and hours of work; and

the daily timekeeping reports, recording all exceptions to the master
file of scheduled work such as absence, tardiness, or overtime
assignments

.

There are three fundamental requirements for source documents for the TAMIS:

First, all timekeeping reports (i.e., time cards or exception reports)
should include all appropriate absence category codes; absence category
codes must be fully integrated with payroll codes. This ensures that
attendance information is available for the many routine, complex
calculations that must be made using the attendance data and that employee
payroll will be fully compatible with attendance records.

Second, all employees that record or manipulate the attendance data,

particularly the dispatchers and division superintendents, must use the

prescribed categories and definitions for absence. This ensures that

the attendance data base is consistent with payroll.

. Third, for automated systems, the MIS must be able to handle corrections
to the computer file containing employee attendance histories.

Meeting these requirements will facilitate the development of valid and congruent
attendance reports and data base.

Master File

With respect to the TAMIS, the term "master file" refers to the central

employee attendance file containing all of the employee attendance history data

discussed under data requirements. This file serves as the data base for generating
auxiliary files that are in turn used to develop subsidiary reports and analyses.
The intent of the TAMIS, as distinct from current attendance recordkeeping
practices described above, is to have a single master file used to meet the transit
property's attendance data needs.

This report assumes that data on other aspects of performance such as

accident records, customer complaints, commendations, and rule violations are
kept in other manual or automated information systems. These aspects of

performance are important to transit properties and may ultimately be integrates
with the attendance master file by some transit properties.
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The TAMIS is generally intended to be used in an automated information
environment since computerized management information systems are more flexible,

more powerful, and less expensive in the long run. Ideally an on-line data base

should be used for the TAMIS with each employee's attendance history stored on a

single master file in a computer. Department managers or superintendents could

call up an employee's attendance history on their office terminals, where the

data file would be summarized and displayed on the terminal. This system would

replace manual operator data cards, which are generally a source of duplicate

data. Future development of an on-line system would allow the division
superintendent or department manager to make corrections to the on-line data base

from this terminal. However, this second step is not necessary to the successful
installation and use of an on-line data base and display system.

Since some transit properties may not have computerized employment or

payroll systems that can be easily adapted for attendance data collection and

analysis, the concepts presented in the TAMIS can also be used in a non-computerized
attendance information system. However, some reports may be too expensive for a

manual system to provide in a timely manner. In particular, those transit

properties currently without computerized attendance information systems will

require some modifications to the Employee Absence History report, and several

of the tabulations in other reports will not be feasible. For example, analyses
requiring aggregation of attendance data for individuals across days, such as the

summary analysis, will be difficult. Although the manual report can provide this

information, it would be costly to manually recompute rates every month.

If the current reports on attendance are generated from an automated

information system and run in batch mode from tape-drive data storage, the TAMIS

will require that:

the number of fields and columns in the individual employee record be

increased to accommodate data on the additional absence codes and the

scheduled hours worked

a statistical software package or additional programming be purchased

to calculate a mean and an F-test

the software system be capable of displaying information in graphic

formats

standard programming efforts be made to enable all the features of the

TAMIS to be used at all levels, i.e., individual, division, and property-
wi de

If the automated information system is an on-line system, and the data base

is available for direct data entry or an immediate program run, the TAMIS has

slightly different requirements; primarily in data storage or memory since an

employee's entire daily employment history must be available as a single case for

the employee Absence History report (Option A or B) to display on-line. Transit
properties may wish to consider purchasing some optical laser disk memory systems.
This data storage technology allows large amounts of memory to be available at

reasonable cost.

A second form of data memory problem may exist for selected reports in the

TAMIS. For example, when the Employee Absence History report is run, the entire
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year-to-date attendance record is read into the program, compiled, aggregated,
sorted, and displayed. If division managers or superintendents have computer
terminals, it is possible that any employee's report might be called up a number
of times in one day, or that up to 20 or 30 reports be called up in a 24-hour
period. This should be feasible for most CPUs, without serious system degradation.

However, when a Division/Department/Executive Manager Absence Report is needed,
serious system degradation problems will occur, because each day's record for

each employee must be read and compiled to calculate the year-to-date or moving
period information. Therefore, these higher-level reports should be run only
once a reporting period, preferably at night, and preferably in hard-copy so that

the results can be archived to minimize reruns of the program.

*U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1989-617-000/88537
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